
 

White Wine 

El Supremo Torrontes  
Delicious, aromatic and fruit forward. Bright and clear with a very 
pleasant floral nose, followed by good citrus fruit and a dry finish.                                                                                        
£22.95 (Argentina) 
 

Allan Scott Sauvignon Blanc 
An exceptional Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc, full of tropical 
passion fruit, lime and gooseberry flavours, with a subtle herbal 
edge. Lively acidity on the palate is couples with a long, lingering 
mouth-watering finish.                                                                                                    
£26.95 (New Zealand) 

 

Allan Scott Riesling  
This Riesling displays aromas of juicy pineapple and lime, 
beautifully balanced with hints of nectarine and honeysuckle. The 
acidity and minerality makes for a crisp and refreshing white wine 
with a long lingering finish. Slightly off dry and very easy to drink.                                             
£25.95 (New Zealand)  
 

Altano Douro White Symmington 
Wonderfully fresh summer and tropical fruits aromas of peach, 
apricot and pineapple which linger pleasurably on the palate. Crisp 
and satisfying in the mouth, with hints of green apples and lightly 
herbal nuances, finishing with an attractive lift of citrus acidity.                                    
£28.95 (Portugal)  
 

MDC Antea Barrel Fermented  
A select wine of limited production with a complex bouquet 
disclosing fresh fruit, grapefruit, pears and spice. Lees and barrel-
ageing give the wine added depth and intensity, without 
compromising the all important fruit character.                                                                                                 
£24.95 (Spain)  
 

Juan Carrau Petit Mensang 
Intense gold colour with yellow tinges. Full body white wine with 
complex flavours of citrus, toast and honey notes. Long and 
complex in the palate, you can feel the strong body but with the 
freshness given by its firm acidity.                                                                                        
£42.00 (Uruguay) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Red Wine  
 

Chateau du Seuil Rouge 
Fresh and polished in style, with a delicious core of succulent plum 
and blackberry, lighter hints of anise, tar and black tea on the finish.                                                                                 
£39.95 (Bordeaux) 
 

Smoking Loon Zinfandel  
Enticing with lovely blackcurrant, blackberry and toasty vanilla oak 
aromas. A small amount of spice, liquorice and some gentle tannins 
round out this fulsome wine.                                  
£26.95 (California) 
 

Malma Pinot Noir  
Aromas of berries, marmalade, dried mushrooms and coconut in the 
foreground. A complex wine with very good structure.                                                                                         
£32.95 (Patagonia) 
 

Symmington Estate Organic Red 
Full and generous, expressing clearly the purity of flavours from 
this organic vineyard. Wonderful violet aromas and delicious 
flavours of fleshy, brambly fruit are underscored by peppery spice 
and discreet vanilla tones from the oak-aging.                                                                           
£28.95 (Portugal) 

 
El Vinculo Crianza 
Powerful, rich and meaty. Fruity aromas mingle nicely pleasant 
spicy vanilla notes. Complex and rich showing mature character in 
which sweet oak tones are layered over stronger flavours of cherry 
and dark berry liqueur, finishing harmoniously with dark chocolate 
notes.                              
£32.00 (Ribero) 
 

Marques de Caceras Reserva  
Complex with notes of spices, cedar, blackberries and chocolate. 
Intense with exquisitely soft tannins and refreshing acidity.                                                                                                    
£42.95 (Spain) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
Marques de Caceras Gaudium  
Elegant and complex with a rich and complex bouquet, combining 
notes of Morello cherries, black raspberry, vanilla, coffee and 
tobacco with undertones of soft spice. Very full with refined tannins 
that mingle with fleshy, mature dark fruit and violet notes. The dark 
berry and spice notes come right through, long into the finish.                                                                                              
£92.95 (Spain) 
 

Siglo Saco 
Fresh, round, elegant with very ripe tannins. Long after taste 
reminiscent of the red and black fruit. 
£23.95 (Spain)  
 

Siglo Crianza Selections 
Intense, elegant with ripe fruit and undergrowth scents. You can 
find aromas of spices, cream and vanilla from the oak barrel ageing. 
Elegant, mellow, fresh, ripe, with velvet tanning. 
£29.95 (Spain)  
 

Siglo Reserva Red 
Tawny colour of medium intensity. It stands out for its red fruits, 
prune and liquorice scents wrapped in pastry, black pepper and 
vanilla hints from the oak barrel. Round, with pleasant structure, 
balanced acidity and elegant tannins giving fruit in liqueur hints in 
the after taste. 
£34.95 (Spain)  
 

Siglo Gran Reserva 
Tawny colour with a medium robe ruby trims, clean and bright. 
Medium intensity with aromas of liquorice fruit passes, roasted 
coffee and cocoa. Good structure, balanced acidity, soft and round 
tannins with a long and complex after taste. 
£39.95 (Spain) 

 
Juan Carrau Tannat Reserva  
Red ruby colour with deep intensity and red fruit aromas. The quest 
for harmony and balance with oak shows tannate characters. Plums, 
quince and violets are evident on the nose.      
£32.95 (Uruguay) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Rosé wine 
 
Buffalo Ridge Zinfandel Rose 
A smooth, refreshing and easy drinking wine with a nose of 
strawberries and flavours of jammy red fruits.                                                                                                                                         
£18.95 (California) 
 

Marques de Caceras Rosado Excellens  
Dry, clean and vibrant on the palate, with delicious raspberry and 
strawberry notes that balance very well with fresh acidity.                                                                                                                  
£21.95 (Spain) 
 

Sparkling  
 

Prosecco Satori 
Delicate, delightful wild apples and acacia flowers bouquet. Dry 
with beautifully subtle fruit and nut flavours.  
£23.95 (Italy) 

 

Laurent Perrier Rose Champagne France 
Bright, salmon-pink in colour. Precise and very crisp with a lasting 
impression of freshness, it has hints of soft red fruits, such as 
strawberries, redcurrants, raspberries and black cherries. With 
intensely fruity flavours on entry the wine opens up to provide a 
mélange of flavours consisting of fresh strawberries, raspberries and 
wild cherries. It has great length and is rounded and supple on the 
finish.                                                                                                    
£120.00 (France) 

 


